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FOUR-BODY d+ d REACTION AT 46.7 MeV�B. StruzhkoInstitute for Nulear Researhes of the Ukrainian Aademy of SieneKyiv, Ukraine(Reeived Deember 31, 1998)Two-dimensional proton�proton (pp) and proton�proton�neutron (ppn)oinidene spetra from d + d reation were alulated, taking into aountquasi free sattering (QFS) of protons and �nal state interation (FSI)of neutron�proton pairs. Deuteron beam energy E0 = 46:7 MeV, protonemission angles #1 = #2 = 38:75Æ, '1 � '2 = 180Æ and a neutron one#n = 0Æ are the pp QFS kinemati onditions. The results are omparedto appropriate experimental data. Contribution from singlet deuteronsdisintegration seems to prevail in oinidene spetra and about one fourthpart of all oinidene events is from pp QFS.PACS numbers: 24.10.�i, 24.10.CnSome researhes of four-body d+d reation are known at present [1�6℄. Itwas found that quasi free sattering (QFS) and �nal state interation (FSI)proesses are important. Neutron�neutron (nn) and proton�proton (pp) FSIe�ets were observed in experiments [1,2℄. QFS of protons was identi�ed inthe proton�proton�neutron (ppn) oinidene spetrum [6℄. The inreasedyield of pp oinidene events was notied at energies of pp QFS as well [3�6℄. On the other hand, suh interpretation of the double oinidene spetraannot be only possible beause np FSI proesses are allowed, moreoverproton angular and energy distributions from the 2H(d; d�)d� reation aresimilar to those from pp QFS [7,8℄.In this work the attempt is undertaken to estimate the ontribution ofvarious mehanisms, simulating pp and ppn oinidene spetra taking intoaount the np FSI and pp QFS and omparing them with the experimentaldata [6℄. E�ets of the target and detetor dimensions and resolutions aretaken into aount. Beam energy E0 = 46:7 MeV and emission angles of� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1487)



1488 B. Struzhkoprotons #1 = #2 = 38:75Æ, '1 � '2 = 180Æ and a neutron one #n = 0Æ or-respond to the pp QFS kinemati ondition. The di�erential ross setionsof the four-partile 2H(d; pp) reation are alulated by using the presrip-tion [7℄: d4�(E1; E2; #1; '1; #2; '2)d
1d
2dE1dE2 = (2�)4v Z �jF j2 sin#d#d' : (1)E1 and E2 are energies of protons, v = p0=2m is a veloity of the deuteron inthe beam, p0 is a deuteron momentum, m is the nuleon mass, � is a phasespae fator [9℄, # and ' are angles of a relative neutron�neutron momentumknn. In alulations of the double oinidene spetrum Npp(E1; E2) anintegration domain overs all possible diretions knn (i.e. within of 4�), andfor threefold oinidene Nppn it is de�ned by a solid angle of the neutrondetetor. Transition matrix element is approximated as a sumjF j2 = 1jFQFj2 + 2jFSj2 + 3jFTj2 : (2)FS and FT are the 1S0 and 3S1 np FSI amplitudes, FQF is the pp QFSamplitude evaluated in the plain wave impulse approximation (PWIA) [10℄:jFQFj2 = j (ppp=2� knn)j2j (knn � pnn=2)j2 d�pp(kpp)d
 :ppp = p1 + p2, p1; p2 are momenta of protons in the laboratory system,pnn = p0 � ppp, knn = pmEnn, Enn = E0 + Q � E1 � E2 � p2nn=4m,Q = �4:449 MeV, kpp = (p1 � p2)=2,  (k) is a Fourier omponent of thedeuteron wave funtion. It is taken in the Hulthen form : (r) = pab(a+ b)=2�a� b exp(�ar)� exp(�br)r ;h2a2 = mEa, Ea = 2:2245 MeV, h2b2 = mEb, Eb = 59:8 MeV. Calulationsare arried out in the simple impulse approximation (SIA) [10, 11℄ and inthe modi�ed one (MIA) [12℄ with R = 4:6 fm hosen.Keeping in mind that kpp is rather moderate for S wave interation tobe used and rather high for Coulomb terms to be negleted the ross setionof proton�proton elasti sattering is alulated as [13℄:d�pp(k)d
 = 1k2 + (�1=a+ rk2=2)2with a = �7:813 fm and r = 2:78 fm [14℄.



Four-Body d+ d Reation at 46.7 MeV 1489FS and FT terms in (2) are alulated by using the Watson�Migdal ap-proximation: jFSj2 = jF1Sj2jF2Sj2 :F1S and F2S are for neutron�proton pairs emitted to the left and to the rightof a beam diretion,F1(2)S(k) = r(k2 + �2)2(�1=a + rk2=2� ik) ;� = 1 +p1� 2r=ar ; hk =pmEnp : (3)The expressions for FT2 are similar. Parameters a and r are equal -23.748and 2.75 fm for the 1S0 np state and 5.424 and 1.759 fm for 3S1 [14℄. As

Fig. 1. Two�dimensional pp oinidene spetrum [6℄we know, at our energies SIA does not reprodue absolute values of rosssetions [15℄, but the relative distributions of spetator momenta are on-sistent with experimental ones [13℄, so it is possible to estimate the QFSontribution to the double pp oinidene spetrum from the threefold ppnoinidene one. The experimental pp oinidene spetrum is shown inthe Fig. 1. Calulated ross setions and data on the ut along a diago-nal E1 = E2 are shown in Fig. 2. Only the �rst term in the sum (2) wastaken into aount. Calulated ross setions are multiplied with a fator



1490 B. Struzhkonorm = 0.2. SIA and MIA alulations without target and detetor dimen-sions and resolutions taken into aount are shown as dashed and dottedlines. Fators norm are 0.2 and 1.0 respetively. Angular distribution ofneutrons � `spetators' from 2H(d; ppn) reation is strongly direted for-ward. Funtion dN=d(os #) � 1=(0:0019 + sin3 #) is a good approximationfor angular distribution at angles �n < 20Æ. Equally Gaussian funtiondN=dEn � expf� ln 2(E0 �En)2=H2g is a good approximation for the neu-tron spetrum at �n = 0Æ with E0 = 23:4 MeV and H = 5:5 MeV. Theaverage e�ieny � of the neutron detetor is alulated with the adaptedStanton ode [16℄. Calulated ratio �Nppn=Npp = 0:026, that 4 times exeedsthe experimental value 0:0061 � 0:0007 [6℄. This result an be interpretedassuming that pp QFS ontribution to the pp oinidene spetrum in Fig. 1really exists but amounts only to about quarter of all events. By the waythe value norm=4 = 0.05 almost oinides with a fator 0.049 obtained for3He(3He; dd)pp reation at beam energy 50 MeV [10℄.

Fig. 2. Simulated ross setions for pp QFS and data along the diagonal E1 = E2 .Dashed and dotted lines are SIA and MIA alulations for dot geometry and idealresolution.Simulated spetrum with all three amplitudes in the sum (2) taken intoaount is given in Fig. 3. The �tting area in a plane E1�E2 is bounded withthresholds E1; E2 = 7:8 MeV and four-body limit of the d+d! p+p+n+nreation and ontains m = 2694 elements Nij exp of an experimental matrixwith errors dNij exp and simulated ones Nij sim. The value�2 = 1m� 3X (Nij exp �Nij sim)2dN2ij exp
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Fig. 3. Simulated pp oinidene spetrum with pp QFS and np FSI amplitudestaken into aount. Fitting with the least squares method.

Fig. 4. Cuts of surfaes in Fig. 1 and 3 along a diagonal E1 = E2. Dashed�dotted, dashed and dotted lines are for the pp QFS (SIA), singlet and triplet npFSI respetively and solid line is their total ontribution.has appeared to be equal 1.5, and ratio of ontributions from the separateterms in (2) on this area is (0.20 � 0.04) : (0.65 � 0.07) : (0.15 � 0.03) inagreement with the value Nppn=Npp. Calulated ross setions and data [6℄on the ut along E1 = E2 are shown in Fig. 4. The dash�dotted, dashed
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